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ABSTRACT: 
The MSG 145 group is working on the Operationalization of Standardized C2-Simulation  

Interoperability, side-by-side with the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) Product 
Development Group (PDG) which is developing the C2 System to Simulation System Interoperation (C2SIM) 
standard. The C2SIM standard will improve upon and replace the currently existing combination of Military 
Scenario Definition Language (MSDL) and Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML) SISO 
standards, with a modular approach enabling users of different domains to define their needs in extensions. 
The main elements of the C2SIM standard are a core logical data model (created as ontology), an extension 
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mechanism, and several extension ontologies (e.g., Land Operation eXtension). The C2SIM standard also 
supports the transformation of the exchanges (tasking/reporting messages, initialization of C2 and 
simulation systems) into Extensible Markup Language (XML) schemata.  

This paper describes the work done by a French-German subgroup of the MSG-145 to implement a new 
C2SIM extension for an Air operation domain. The work includes the operational analysis of an Air 
operation scenario, the design of the logical model with ontologies, the generation of the XML schemata, 
and their implementation in the systems. This paper concludes with lessons learned, and contributes to the 
evaluation of the operationalization and the extension of the C2SIM standard.      

1.0  INTRODUCTION  

The  involvement of modeling and simulation systems (M&S systems) into training and eventually into 
operations would add value to both, it would increase the realism and complexity of training sessions, and it 
would offer enhanced tools for mission planning, for decision making, and for after action analysis. A 
Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) Product Development Group (PDG) is 
developing a standard for Command and Control System to Simulation System Interoperation (C2SIM) [13] 
in order to support this approach and to make it possible. The SISO efforts, as evoked by [5], have always 
been supported by NATO activities [7], currently by the NATO MSG-145 “Operationalization of 
Standardized C2-Simulation Interoperability”. As it has already been proposed in preceding papers [3, 11], 
this C2SIM standard will replace and improve upon the currently existing Military Scenario Definition 
Language (MSDL; SISO-STD007-2008) [17, 19] and Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML; 
SISO-STD-011-2014) [16] SISO standards. As also has been presented and discussed, the current work in 
the PDG is specifying a core logical data model ontology, in short a core ontology [2, 11], and a tool to 
transform the relevant parts of that ontology into an Extensible Markup Language (XML) schema [3]. That 
schema will serve as a medium for the exchange of messages among systems that constitute C2SIM 
coalitions. The schema has to support initialization as well as military information exchange during a 
simulation run, e.g. the exchange of orders to command simulated and real units or the exchange of reports 
sent by those units.  

The paper at hand describes work done by a French-German subgroup of the NATO MSG-145 to implement 
a C2SIM extension that covers the Air operation domain. The work includes the operational analysis of an 
Air operation scenario, the design of the ontology extension, the evaluation of a schema generation process 
when applied to military messages specific for Air operations, and the implementation of the messages 
within C2 systems and simulation systems. In the following, we will first explain how our work is embedded 
in the general context and the SISO PDG efforts (section 2). In particular, we will discuss ontologies 
(subsection 2.1) and their role in the C2SIM context (subsection 2.2). From that, we will discuss automatic 
schema generation out of ontology representations (subsection 2.3). In a second part (section 3), we will 
discuss the specifics of military communications in the Air operation domain (subsection 3.1), how these 
specifics can be represented in an ontology extension (subsection 3.2), and the consequences this has for 
schema generation (subsection 3.3). The paper continues with the collection of lessons learned from this 
work (section 4) and concludes with a summary and with the presentation of projected follow-on activities 
(section 5).  

2.0  THE C2SIM CONTEXT  

A collection of C2 systems and simulation systems constitutes a C2SIM coalition if the systems can 
seamlessly interact with each other using the C2SIM standard. For example, a system of two C2 systems and 
two simulation systems might be used in a training session in which a trainee uses one of the C2 systems to 
command a simulated force. That force might be simulated on one of the simulation systems. The second C2 
system then can be used by the trainer to command opposing simulated forces whose actions are simulated 
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on the second simulation system. In that scenario, trainee and trainer send orders to their respective forces 
and expect to get reports back. Therefore, the C2 systems need to interact with the respective simulation 
systems, and the simulation systems need to interact in order to show both, the trainee and the trainer, 
pictures of the same situation. Of course, the pictures will differ for both sides. In particular, the trainee will 
not see the whole ground truth of the opposing forces (this is not a chess game). The work by the SISO PDG 
and the supporting NATO research group, in general, and the work by the French-German subgroup, in 
particular, focuses on the interaction between the C2 side and the simulation side. It is about the exchange of 
military communication. A correct exchange might easily be granted if the participating C2 system(s) and 
simulation system(s) have been developed by the same maker or at least are systems run by the same nation. 
However, there are many nations in NATO, and each nation has its own systems. Thus, the challenge is 
interoperable exchange across multiple diverse systems developed by multiple nations. As it has already 
been mentioned, such an interoperable exchange had been granted by the C-BML standard (SISO-STD-011-
2014) and the interoperable initialization had been granted by the MSDL standard (SISO-STD-007-2008). 
However, the cooperation of MSDL and C-BML turned out to be difficult. In contrast, the current C2SIM 
provides an integrated solution. Besides, C2SIM defines an extensible standard. In addition, it had adopted 
ontology, and more specifically the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [20], as the C2SIM main 
representation. The latter leads us to the question: what are the benefits of an ontological representation?   

2.1 Ontologies and the Web Ontology Language (OWL)  
 “Ontology”, according to the Encyclopædia Britannica, is “the theory or study of being as such; i.e., of the 
basic characteristics of all reality.” Rudolf Goclenius the elder coined that philosophical term in the 17th 
century for what had originally been “metaphysics” in the ancient times [10].  

In information science, ontologies are used to represent knowledge. According to the well-known dictum by 
Tom Gruber, “[a]n ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization” [6]. In short, in information 
science, ontologies are used to unambiguously define the vocabulary of a domain and to express (semantic) 
relations among the defined terms. Since in information science it is possible to establish ontologies for 
different domains, the term “ontology” can be used as a plural. This is in contrast to the philosophical 
“ontology” which is a singular-only noun.  

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) offers a large palette of techniques to describe and define different 
forms of ontologies in a standard format. These include Resource Description Framework (RDF), RDF 
Schemata, and Web Ontology Language (OWL). An OWL ontology consists of a set of axioms which place 
constraints on sets of individuals (called "classes") and the types of relationships permitted between them. 
The data described by an ontology, or an “OWL expression”, is interpreted as a set of "individuals" and a set 
of "property assertions" which relate these individuals to each other. Furthermore, because the OWL axioms 
provide semantics and have mathematical “roots” in set theory (with axioms for union, intersection, and 
complement of classes, i.e. sets of individuals); use of OWL allows systems to infer additional information 
based on the data explicitly provided. The automated reasoning capabilities of OWL are based on this 
inference mechanism.  

2.2 Ontologies in the C2SIM Context  
 
The idea of using ontology to support C2SIM and the interoperability among participating systems dates 
back at least to 2005, cf. [1], “but was postponed for the benefit of first developing an exchange language 
based on formal syntax (CBML)” [3]. After the C-BML standard had passed, the idea was revived in order 
to examine its potential, cf. [2]. In principle, there are two domains from which knowledge, when formally 
represented in an ontology, may provide benefits in the C2SIM context. These are military operations as well 
as military communication. First, knowledge about military operations accessible by a C2 system can 
improve for example automated decision support. Therefore, it also can improve C2SIM applications like 
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staff training. For example, if logistic states for the units of one’s own forces would be known and 
exploitable for a C2, the system could warn a commander of possible overreaches when tasking forces. 
Second, there is the domain of military communication. Military communication follows rules and formats 
recorded in specific regulations and instructions. These rules and regulations can be represented within a 
domain ontology covering military communication; e.g., for every kind of message it can be represented by a 
Boolean value whether the receipt of the message has to be acknowledged. The benefit would be an increase 
of realism in C2SIM; e.g., simulation systems could generate acknowledgements if a simulated unit receives 
a message from the user of the connected C2 system of a kind that is marked to be answered by an 
acknowledgement. The latter idea has already been proposed in Singapogu et al. [15]. Therefore, the PDG’s 
core ontology provides the class “Message” with some subclasses where knowledge about military 
communication can be stored. In general, it must be acknowledged that we have barely scratched the surface 
on the use of ontologies for knowledge representation, automated reasoning, information linking, and 
information query. But, in C2SIM, we opened the door in the secure knowledge that there are numerous 
open source and commercial tools available that will enable rapid adoption and exploitation of ontologies in 
the military domain.  

2.3 From Ontologies to Schemata  
Ontologies represent knowledge. Schemata allow the exchange of messages. From a linguistic point of view, 
good ontologies have to represent the necessary knowledge correctly. They constitute semantics. In contrast, 
good schemata transmit their messages in a correct form. They constitute syntax. Nevertheless, the receiver 
of a message should understand the message’s meaning as intended by the sender. Therefore, schemata need 
to refer back to ontologies. In C2SIM, we consider this insight: we generate the schemata automatically out 
of the ontology. Blais et al. presented the respective tool. Their paper [3] provides details about schema 
generation using the tool. With the paper at hand, we will focus on the details and the specifics that hold for 
the Air operation domain and its specific military operations. However, before we will unfurl this topic in the 
following section, we would like to stress that automatic schema generation out of an ontology does not 
mean that everything that is represented in the ontology will be reflected in the schemata adjusted for 
specific applications. The schemata only need to enable initialization and message exchange. Thus, only 
those ontological representations that are needed for these processes need to appear in the schemata. All 
other ontological representations, may they be mandatory for other ontological processes or not, can be 
omitted.  

3.0  AIR OPERATIONS IN C2SIM  

Most C2SIM demonstrations of the past focused on land operations, with sometimes enhancements and 
complements to deal with maritime [14] and/or air operation [4, 8, 18]. Beyond the mentioned contributions, 
modelling air operations in C2SIM needs further efforts. In order to cover air operations’ aspects, we first 
have to consider the specifics of air operations in general and the specifics of military communication in air 
operations in particular (subsection 3.1). Having identified those specifics, we have to represent them in an 
ontology extension for air operations (subsection 3.2). Last but not least, we have to take a look at the 
automated schema generation (subsection 3.3). It needs some add-ons, so that the resulting schemata allow 
air operations’ specific communications.   

 3.1  The Specifics of Air Operations   
Air-mobile forces excel in tactical mobility and speed. They are characterized by their dynamics. Therefore, 
communication with air-mobile forces differs from communication on the army side. For example, the army 
command can track ground forces if these forces send position reports providing their current positions, e.g., 
in the form of coordinates, periodically. In contrast, due to the already mentioned high dynamics, aircraft are 
tracked by automated position updates, generated e.g. by an airborne radar picket system, like an AWACS. 
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The resulting tracks are branded with track numbers. These numbers then allow referring to an air-mobile 
force or even to a single aircraft in further communication. The communication in air operations, i.e. the 
exchange of messages including orders, requests, and reports, uses data link standards such as the NATO 
standards TDL (Tactical Data Link) 11 and TDL 16, also called “Link 11” and “Link 16”, respectively. Link 
11 is described in STANAG 5511 and the US MIL-STD-6011 and will be replaced by Link 22. Link 16 is 
described in STANAG 5516 and the US MIL-STD 6016. In our approach for air operations, the focus is on 
having generic messages for TDL networks in general, as suggested in Svensson et al. [18].  

The scenario is based on a fictional operation executed by the Future Combat Air System, to destroy hostile 
air defense (Destroy Enemy Air Defense / DEAD scenario). For such operations, the fighters, the drones 
swarms, and the AWACS are all connected through a TDL network (Link 16, or maybe a new one in the 
future), and they exchange messages for situation awareness (tracks, own positions, targets) and for 
command and control. Our experimentation involves the simulation DirectCGF (DIGINEXT) and the C2 
surrogate C2LG (FKIE). DirectCGF simulates all the entities on the battlefield. C2LG plays the command 
and control function of the AWACS on a subset of the entities. All other AWACS tasks, e.g. surveillance 
and the command and control of other entities, are simulated by DirectCGF.  

In order to create realism in C2SIM also in the air operation context, TDL messages have to complement the 
standard message portfolio as used in C2SIM. In addition, the secure data network that allows the exchange 
of TDL messages in air operations needs to be considered in the simulation. Consequently, we represented 
the TDL messages as well as the network, ontologically, as explained in the following subsection.        

3.2  Air Operations and Air Operation Communication Represented Ontologically   
In order to represent air operations, ontologically, we built a respective ontology extension to the ontology 
that already has merged the C2SIM core with its standard military extension (SMX). The core ontology 
provides a taxonomy with classes subsumed under the upper classes “C2SIMContent”, 
“InitializationConcept”, and “MessageConcept”. These split up into various subclasses that inherit properties 
from their superclasses as restrictive definitions of them.   

 In the following, we explain how we have built the air operation extension by discussing the construction of 
three example classes all of which are crucial for air operations. On the platform side, no class enhancements 
are needed to add to our air operation extension. The various platform types will be defined by new instances 
of the C2SIM classes “DISEntityType” and “APP6-SIDC” in the scenario initialization data.  
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FIGURE 1: Snapshot of the part of the ontology’s taxonomy that is about entity types; the 
snapshots are taken from the implementation of the ontology in Protégé [9]   

The C2SIM core ontology already has the class “CommunicationNetwork”. It can be used to represent a 
Tactical Data Link network in the scenario. During initialization, an instance of that class is generated by 
applying what is represented in the class “TDLNetworkParticipantDefinition”, subclass of 
“InitializationConcept”, cf. figure 2. “TDLNetworkParticipantDefinition” has the property 
“hasCommunicationNetworkUUID” to refer to a network instance and the properties “hasSubjectEntity” and 
“hasTDLTrackNumber” to assign an entity together with its track number to the network.   

  

 

 FIGURE 2: Snapshot of the part of the ontology’s taxonomy that represents knowledge to be 
applied during initialization  
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Since C2SIM is an approach to substitute C-BML (besides MSDL), messaging remains crucial. The C2SIM 
core ontology provides a general structure of messages that allows adding subclasses for specific messages 
for different domains.  

Specific messages come with restrictions, e.g. how orders and reports should be structured and which 
elements or pieces of information they should include. In the French-German air operation extension, we 
paid attention to abide by the structure as provided by the core. As TDL includes specific information and 
extend the domain formerly covered by C-BML, we introduced the class “TDLHeader” as well as specific 
classes under “ReportContent”, “RequestBody”, and “OrderBody”  

(in the core ontology, as published by the PDG, “ReportBody” refers to “ReportContent”). In the following, 
we will illustrate our approach by examples. Our first example is the TDL PPLI. Its representation in the 
ontology is given in figure 3.  

  

 

FIGURE 3: Snapshot of the class “TDLPPLIReportContent”  

As can be seen on the left side of figure 3, TDL PPLI is represented as a position report. PPLI is the abbreviation for  
“precise participant location and identification” meaning that the sender reports about its own position, with 
additional information when necessary. The class for the body and thus for the content of a TDL PPLI 
(“TDLPPLIReportContent”) is a subclass of “PositionReportContent” because it needs more property 
restrictions than “PositionReportContent” from the core to be defined. However, this expansion leads then to 
an artificial construction of “StandardPositionReportContent” as a complement to 
“TDLPPLIReportContent” as all classes need at least one sister class with at least one additional property to 
fulfill ontology principles. “TDLPPLIReportContent” (just as its sister class) inherits all properties of 
“PositionReportContent”, including mandatory statements about the subject whose position is reported, of 
the responding location and of the respective point in time (figure 2, right side, lower part). 
“TDLPPLIReportContent” has some properties that are specific and not inherited from 
“PositionReportContent”. These properties derive from the TDL PPLI’s fields and are named respectively. 
For example, the property that derives from the TDL PPLI’s field “Environment” is named 
“hasTDLEnvironment”. In general, following conventional ontological naming, a property’s name starts 
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with “has” or “is”. In order to indicate that the property has been added for/by this extension, “TDL” is 
included in the name followed by the respective field’s name. If there was already a property as part of the 
C2SIM core ontology (or existing extensions) that corresponds to the field, that property would have been 
used. In these cases, no “TDL” tag would be in the name. The properties that derive from the TDL PPLI 
include the subject’s speed (“hasSpeed”), its direction of movement (“hasTDLDirectionOfMovement”), and 
the track number of its leader (“hasTDLLeaderTN”) whereas its own track number is provided in the 
report’s header. Some more properties are in the body. They can be used to provide more information about 
the sender, but they can be seen as superfluous since the subject’s id and track number are given in the 
report’s header. Nevertheless, the properties are included so that all fields of the TDL are covered. The 
superfluous properties are “isC2”, “hasTDLPlatformType”, and “hasTDLVoiceCallSignal”. Another 
property is the already mentioned  

“hasTDLEnvironment”. It always bears the value “AIR” in our context.  

As a second TDL message example, we would like to discuss the “Mission Assignment” message of the 
TDL domain. In the C2SIM context, it’s semantically the same thing as an order message, sent from a 
commander to the subordinated aircraft, with a single task containing the details of the “air mission”. So, we 
decided to create the class “TDLMissionTask”, as a subclass of the C2SIM “Task”, and use the C2SIM order 
message.   
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FIGURE 4: Snapshot of the class “TDLMissionTask”  

As depicted in Figure 4, “TDLMissionTask” is not directly a subclass of “Task”. We’ve added also the 
“TDLTask” class, in order to have a common root for all kind of tasks exchanged over TDL networks. The 
other TDL tasks are used for guidance commands (take a new direction, take a new altitude, speed, etc.), or 
to order to follow a flight plan (points with dates/times). “TDLMissionTask” inherits all the properties of the 
C2SIM “Task” class, which includes a task UUID (property “hasUUID”), a reference to the taskee (property 
“hasPerformingEntity”), and the mission verb (property “hasTaskNameCode”). “TDLMissionTask” is 
defined with new property restrictions: an instance of “TDLMissionTask” is an instance having one property 
“hasTDLTargetType” (which should define the type of the target), and having maximum one property 
“hasTDLTargetTN” (which should define the Track Number of the target), and having maximum one 
property “hasAttackAxis” (which should define the direction of the aircraft before the aircraft launches its 
missiles), and so on. “TDLMissionTask” represents all TDL missions with verbs like e.g. “attack”, “escort” 
or “cover”. As mentioned before, “TDLMissionTask” inherits the property “hasTaskNameCode” and the 
corresponding range from its superclass “Task”. However, the values that “TDLMissionTask” permits for 
TDL tasks constitute only a subset of all the values of  
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“TaskNameCode”. We took into consideration restricting the range of “hasTaskNameCode” for “TDLTask” 
to those codes that refer to a TDL task. However, this would lead to a double occupancy of that property 
resulting from inheritance, meaning “TDLMissionCode” would be defined by having a TaskNameCode 
exactly 1 TaskNameCode and exactly 1 TDLTaskCode. And this assertion would be wrong. Therefore, we 
did not restrict this property further.  

3.4  Exchanging TDL Messages: From Ontology to Message  

 

LISTING 1: TDL mission order as completed XML structure conforming to the generated schema  

Blais et al. [3] describe how schemata are generated from ontological representations. This approach starts 
with merging the C2SIM core with all required extensions. The schema is then transformed out of the 
merged ontology. In our case, this process has been applied to the C2SIM core ontology enhanced by the air 
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operation extension. The result is an extensive schema that covers all kinds of messages, those for 
initialization as well as those for the different kinds of military communication. Since the ontology has the 
air operation extension incorporated, this includes TDL messages. In order to exchange information among 
the systems of a C2SIM coalition, the respective part of the general schema is filled in.  

Listing 1 shows an example TDL mission order. In order to express it, the ontological representation of such 
an order / a task has been processed as described in [3]. During that process, the prefixes “has” and “is” that 
are used for properties in the ontology are clipped so that for example the ontological property 
“hasPerformingEntity” is transformed into the tag  

“PerformingEntity”. The resulting schema then has been completed with dummy entries.  

The listing of the TDL mission order assigns the UUID “00000001-0000-0001-2000-000000000000” to the 
order, the verb “ATTACK” to the mission, the aircraft UUID “00000000-0000-0001-2000-000000000000” 
that will perform the mission, the track number “501” of the target, the type “AIR_DEFENSES” of the 
target, etc.  

4.0  LESSONS LEARNED   

In this section, we point to some of the lessons we have learned when we developed the Air Operation 
extension for the C2SIM standard. The lessons refer to different steps from the process of designing an 
ontology extension that is to abide by the C2SIM structure and, in addition, refer to issues that evolved when 
we tuned the ontology extension so that the transformation process results in a valid schema.  

• Enumerations (how to deal with them)  

If an ontology, such as the C2SIM core ontology, defines classes being subclasses of others, an extension not 
always adds details like additional properties but also may limit existing properties in range. An example for 
that is “TaskNameCode” inherited form class “Task” to class “TDLTask”. “TaskNameCode” among others 
allows the value “withdraw” which, however, does not name a TDL task (cf. section 3). Most commonly, the 
value of a TDL field is one element out of a fixed set of an enumeration. The enumeration is provided by the 
TDL experts to support various data links such as Link 16 [18]. The elements can even correlate with classes 
from different fields in the core. To keep the TDL elements together building a single enumeration type, they 
are “subordinated” to one single class. We decided to model the enumeration values as individuals. This 
allows pointing directly to these specific enumeration values (the individuals) from different perspectives 
and classes. It is also possible to declare two individuals as being equivalent.   

•  Property ranges, restrictions and leaf classes  

If C2SIM users add subclasses to the core superclasses, it is because they need to add more properties or to 
specify existing properties of a class.   

Creating a new subclass with new properties to specify a class requires building a new sister class as well. 
This is the case in the “PPLIReportContent” that needs a new sister class “StandardPositionReportContent”. 
If we would have added only “TDLPPIReportContent” without this additional class 
“StandardPositionReportContent”, only “TDLPPIReportContent” could be used in the schema, meaning that 
it would have been impossible to exchange only a “PositionReportContent” element.   

If a class inherits a property from its superclass, it might happen that the range for that property is restricted 
more closely in comparison to the property’s range as defined for the superclass. For example, the class 
“Task” has the property  

“hasTaskNameCode”. Its range is an enumeration of the codes for all assumed tasks. The class “Task” has 
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the class “TDLTask” as subclass. “TDLTask” inherits “hasTaskNameCode” but only some of the codes that 
constitute the enumeration list for “hasTaskNameCode” are codes for TDL tasks. Therefore, we would like 
to restrict the range of “hasTaskNameCode” for “TDLTask” to those codes that refer to a TDL task. 
However, if we do this, the schema generated out of the ontology will show two lines for 
“hasTaskNameCode” (first issue), one for the original enumeration and one for the restricted enumeration, 
and both having the same range (second issue).   

The second issue arises because the range of the property restriction is not taken into account in the schema 
generation process. Only the range of the property definition is used. We get around this issue by creating 
several properties with different range definition, and use the appropriate property for the property 
restriction.   

The first issue is a general problem, at least in the C2SIM context. We think that the schema needs not 
necessarily to be restricted as narrow as possible in the general case, at least not for message exchange. 
However, for future reasoning, restricting the ranges as narrow as possible seems to be expedient. Currently, 
in order to achieve a working prototype, we have not added restricted restrictions to respective subclasses 
such as “TDLTask”. Instead, we trust the users to generate meaningful messages, e.g. only to use codes for 
TDL tasks if the task is a TDL task.   

   XSD errors  
The last issue identified with the C2SIM schema generation process is that the generated schema (XSD) is 
not always compliant with the W3C standard. Sometimes, there are some errors in the generated schema that 
can be seen when the schema is loaded in an editor checking the XSD syntax (Eclipse editor, XML Spy). 
These errors are all about a name (example “TDLEnvironmentCode”) that cannot be resolved to a(n) 
‘element declaration’ component within the XSD file. Currently, the solution is to add manually some 
instructions in the generated schema, such as:   

<xs:schema […]>  
   <xs:element name="TDLEnvironmentCode" type="TDLEnvironmentCodeType"/>  

[…]  
</xs:schema>  

The reasons for these errors have not been evaluated, yet. We assume that this could be due to some OWL 
definitions in the modeling of the Air Operation extension that have not been implemented yet in the 
generation process. There is work in progress on this issue at the SISO C2SIM PDG, too.    

5.0  FUTURE WORK  

This paper discusses the process of developing an air operation ontology extension to the C2SIM core 
ontology so that the transformation of the entire ontology (core plus extension) results in a valid schema. As 
the work is still in progress, updated versions may be forthcoming. Even more, not all ontology capabilities 
have been exploited, yet. In particular, the PDG is planning to use reasoning capabilities of OWL and 
increase the realism of C2SIM. This also may entail further adjustments to the ontology.  

In the paper, we argued that ontologies increase the realism of C2SIM. Two domains have been identified 
from which knowledge can be represented ontologically for such a purpose. The first domain is military 
operations. In order to exploit knowledge about military operations, reasoning is needed. We did not explore 
the chances of such an approach so far. In the current state, operational realism is granted by the simulation 
systems that are incorporated in a coalition of a C2SIM demonstration. But because we couldn’t use some of 
the OWL axioms related to the set theory (union, intersection, complement of) and some design constructs 
(subclass of multiple classes, equivalences, etc.) we cannot assess the reasoning capabilities that the current 
C2SIM standard will foster.   
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The second domain is military communication. With respect to this domain, the realism of C2SIM can be 
increased easily by implementing the ideas proposed by Singapogu et al. [15]. This can be done by adding 
two Boolean properties to the class “Message” coined “needsAcknowledgement” and “needsAnswer”. These 
properties come with the default value “false”. For the subclass “Order” the property 
“needsAcknowledgement” is set to “´true” and for the class “Request” both properties are set to “true”. Then 
procedures can be incorporated in the participating simulation systems’ procedures by which they react to 
the reception of a message so that they generate an acknowledgement whenever they receive a message that 
shows the value “true” for “needsAcknowledgement”. In addition, they will generate an appropriate 
committing answer whenever they receive a message that shows the value “true” for “needsAnswer”. As a 
result, simulated forces would react on receiving orders and requests like real forces do. But, this 
enhancement is not related to the use of the ontology and  

OWL; it is related to the definition of a “new” property in the model. For example, this particular 
feature/property (needsAcknowledgement) already existed in CBML, with the XSD attribute 
“AcknowledgementRequested” in a CBML order.   

Furthermore, and the SISO C2SIM PDG is aware of that, because some of the object properties have been 
replaced by data properties (with the UUID of the related object), most of the OWL reasoning features 
(inference of additional information based on the data provided in an “OWL expression”) might be unusable.   

6.0  CONCLUSION   

The paper at hand describes the first steps of the development of an Air Operation extension for C2SIM. 
Guided by a scenario of air operations, an extension of the C2SIM ontology had been fleshed out. The 
transformation tool provided by SISO’s C2SIM PDG (cf. [3]) had been applied to the result of the 
ontological work to generate a schema. The resulting schema is supposed to be valid for initialization and 
message exchange during C2SIM demonstrations that include air operations. We recognize that the current 
transformation tool is preliminary and is expected to be refined and further developed as C2SIM early-
adopters work with the emerging standard and apply lessons learned. In this vein, we identified some 
suggested improvements in this paper from our investigation into an Air Operation extension. We also have 
noticed that close cooperation is mandatory among different specialists who are knowledgeable in many 
domains (OWL, XSD, C2SIM XSD generation, and TDL for our Air Operation scenario). But we also 
recognize that the C2SIM ontology extension design process is preliminary, and is expected to be refined 
and further developed, which could facilitate the C2SIM future-adopters work.   

When the paper had been finished, the validity of the generated schema had been evaluated in test runs but 
when the paper is due for presentation, a French German demonstration will have revealed additional pros 
and cons.  
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